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Book Buying 
By Michael Agranoff 
When the new term starts, you 
can hear the moans of students a s 
they enter die Baruch book store. 
Ear as they dip into their wallets 
and discover that the book they 
need for their course costs $2.26 
more then they have in then-
wallet. But this problem can be 
overcome by going to the U.B.E. 
(Used Book" Exchange), which 
^^ch_iermjte_con^cJ«d py Sigma _ 
Alpha (Baruch*s Honor Society). 
This Past week they were led by 
their moving? leader Chancellor 
Sam Rabinowitz. The U.B.E. asks 
for students to turn in books that 
they used the past term and they 
will inturn get 60 percent of the 
books costs, if the U.B.E.. sells it. 
This is a good policy because not 
only are the students who sell there 
books getting more money then if 
they sold it privately, but the 
buyers of the books are getting a 
break because they don't have to 
pay the ridiculous prices that the 
Regular book store asks. 
. The workers at the U.B.E. are all 
volunteers, mostly all members of 
Sigma Alpha, and aren't paid a 
cent for the time and energy that 
they contribute. Sam said about 
the U.B.E. ' feel that this is the 
finest student orientated service at 
Baruch today. The U.B.E. Day 
session is greatly expanded over 
the past year in hopes of helping to 
meet the super expensive costs of 
books, that the average student 
can't afford". Sam also com-
mented on the constant changing of 
texts each term by the course Note to all Students: Money for 
departments. "If the departments all students books that were sold 
were more concerned aboilt will be distributed between the 
students life, they would stop 2lst-27th of this month in room 113 
changing books each term". in the 24th street building. 
Students outside UBE office. 
Photo by Mikft Agranoff 
The Psychology Society 
Presents 
''Death 
Of A 
Salesman" 
Thursday, 
Sept 21, 1972 
12:00 p.m. -
Room 4 South 
Mr. Chopstick 
36 Lexington Ave.' 
24th Street 
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& PASTRIES 
Eat - in Mostly Take-Out 
10:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. 
FEATURING 
CHAR SU BA0 
Southern Fried Chinese Chicken 
Quick & Friendly Service 
FREE DELIVERY 260-4250 
FREE GIFTS WHILE THEY LAST 
Starting Salaries For 
College Grade Shows 
Slight Gains 
Bethlehem, Pa.—The bloom was 
still of the rose this year in average 
starting salaries for graduating 
college seniors. 
Information compiled" by the 
College Placement Council for its 
year-end Salary Survey reports 
revealed that the averages in most 
cases improved'only slightly from 
lasiyear, some.stayed at abouLthe 
same lvel, while a few decreased. 
This was in sharp contrast with the 
situation only a few years ago 
when beginning salaries for college 
graduates were rising steadily, 
usually at the rate of 5-percent to 7 
percent per year. The data were 
-released by Lawrence A. Lansner, 
placement director at Baruch 
College, one of the 145 par-
ticipating institutions in the 
Council's Salary Survey. 
This year's modest increases., 
which in most cases ranged up to 
2percent, followed the sa lary 
pattern of last year, when 
recruiting activity underwent its 
sharpest" dip. Although the 
downtrend was checked this year 
as employers began to make more 
job offers, there seemed to be little, 
if any, real impact on average 
starting salaries. The largest in-
crease in dollar value for male 
bachelor's candidates was 2.8 
percent- in aeronautical 
engineering, but this group drew 
relatively few offers. While some 
-women's categories experienced 
increases which were higher, in 
general they too had to settle for 
rather modest increases. 
Each year the Council conducts 
twin studies on salary offers as 
reported by se lected co l lege 
placement offices for male anoffor 
female graduating s tudents 
respectively. The Council is. the 
i n t ® r n a t i o n a l non-i>Fo£ I * 
organization, headquartered in 
Bethlehem, which provides ser-
vices for colleges and employers to 
assist students in their career 
planning and employment. 
Data for the men's study cover 
actual offers made by business and 
industrial firms as reported by 145 
representative col leges and 
universities from coast to coast. 
Information for the women's study 
is furnished by 138 selected in-
stitutions nationwide. The major 
difference in the two studies is that 
the men's is based on academic 
programs whereas the women's is 
reported by types of positions. 
Additionally, the women's study 
covers offers by employers from 
government agencies and non-
profit organizations, while the 
men's does not. 
In the men's study, chemical 
engineering remained at the top in 
dollar value of offers at the 
bachelor's-degree level with an 
average of $928 per month, 
followed by mechanical 
engineering, $894, and electrical 
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The Student Center 
At 8:00 AM. 
The decision no t t o a l low students into the Student 
Center unt i l 9 .A .M. , compared to last year 's 8 A . M . , is 
unfavorable. Students have no place to 
con^regay i f they a r r i ve eactyLfor a 9:00 class. 
Time that Is wefr used by student organizations for 
preparation of activities has been removed and an In ter im 
of Governors consisting of Student Personnel 
stat f members and students f r o m the day, 
evening and graduate divisions has Jaeeh sl ighted/ sup-
posedly to allow t he custodial staff extra t ime tc clean the 
building. 
It has been suggested the students use the iongue iocatec 
on the third floor of the Main Building before 9:00. 
However/- this lounge is not yet furnished and not yet 
suitable for occupancy. Unt i l that lounge is ready for use, 
the Student Center should be made avai lable. 
Several dubs and organizations which have offices in 
the building en joy the peaceful, ear ly morn ing atmosphere 
of the Center. I t i s a convenient t i m e when off ice. work can 
be organize^. Many students are busy w i t h schoofwork 
during the day and find that the ear ly hour is a necessary 
t ime to complete work needed for the funct ioning of the 
organization. Club members do not mind coming to the 
Center befpre 9:00 i f i t means they can better prepare the i r 
activities. <-, „ 
The Student Center's interim Board of Governors is a 
body which was given the responsibi l i ty of overseeing the 
Center. Consisting of members from S.-RS. and students 
from the day; evening and graduate d iv is ions, theynseem 
to be a responsive and capable body. They a re given the 
difficult and unpleasant fobs—such as room al locat ions— 
but are not even consulted about the hours of the Center, if 
this Is to be a responsible Board, the admin is t ra t ion should 
not overlook it whdn making pertinent fecfsions. 
In the past years the custodial staff has been sucessf u l in 
maintaining the cleanliness of the building. There is a 
night shi f t that can clean the building In complete p r ivacy. 
The day crew begins work a t T A . M . wh ich w i l l g ive it at 
least one uninterrupted Hour of work to complete any 
necessary work which remains f rom- the night—Past 
performance shows that this t ime is sufficient fo r our 
extremely capable custodial staff. 
The Student Center is active before 8:00 A . M . Minor 
shifting of hours could enable a Student Personnel Ser-
:*ice*_sfaffjp^fae_pres^^ j 
need a place to go a t that hour. The t ime is important for 
the effectiveness of some clubs. 
Students should be allowed into the Student Center at 
8^00, The decision not to allow the admittance of students 
untH 9:00 must be changed. 
F 
Burning -a column by Ken Wax 
Registration? Take 2 downs and if it doesn't 
go away, take 2 more. _' 
Although most of it is over, tbere are still 
some of yon who will find yourselves on the 
seemingly endless line that will get you into 
Registration. The folks in the Registrar's 
office a r e doing a commendable job, con-
sidering the troubles caused by the 50th street 
building, but they are overloaded and to help 
ease things up, I have been asked to pass 
along these guidelines to easy programming. 
1, When coming down for registration, 
come adequately prepared. You should have 
with you-: pink Bursar 's slip, brown IBM 
card, Blue course card, red master card, 
green card, plaid card and the 10 of spades. 
You should also bring along: course listings, 
open course list, closed course book, sleeping 
bag, canteen, firewood and groundcloth. 
2. Respect the time specified on your tan 
card : The college has gone to great expense 
to purchase the computer which assigned you 
a time to report to Registration Well,_ ac-
tually," they had to get the computer. After 
searching Baruch to find-a student who could 
consistantly tell the correct time and then 
write it down correctly for three months they 
gave up and invested in a computer. 
* Because of fee difficulty encountered in 
programming, do not be surprised if you have 
to wait a few minutes before being allowed in 
to register. It 's always a good idea to bring 
along something to read. I recommend WAR 
& P E A C E or pe rhaps W E B S T E R S -
UNABRIDGED. 
->- 3. Now, you've finally entered the citadel, 
the registration room. You may tend to think 
that due to the lateness of your registering, 
most of the choice courses will be closed out. 
Nonsense , hogwash, bul ldung and hor-
sefeathers7 Many wonderful courses a re still 
open and, For your convenience, I shall give 
the descriptions of some of these. 
A L B A N I A N - A L B I N O A M E R I C A N 
HISTORY 3 credits Explores and analyses 
the tragic situation of the Albanian Albino 
American and his plight. Not a pigment of h is 
imagination, the troubles surrounding age of 
our most forgotten minorities a r e in need of 
being brought out into the sunlight. But not for 
too long. 
CREATIVE CALCULUS 4 credits. 
It has long been argued' a s to whether the 
math department has been stifling the 
creative spirit of the students With this new 
course, the Mathematics Department hopes 
to put an end to that criticism. Beginning with 
the basics, the student is invited to find his 
own solutions to classic m a t problems. 
Professor U- Clkfien explains: We want to, 
help the student grow. If a student feels he 
-does not want 3x4 to equal 12, but instead 
wants it to equal 19 we should respect his 
point of view. The class is in the 24th street 
building from 2:00 to 3:15 th ree rimes, a week 
making a total .of 13 class hours weekly, o r 
something like that ." 
ESSENTIALS OF BASKETWEAVING 2 
credits 
Deals with the underlying- facets of-
basketweaving. Topics such as the basket-
weaver j m d his relation - and obligation to 
society., the problems encountered by a 
basketweaver in a capitalist society etc. wilT 
be discussed in depth. Jjecturesby L. Astra w, 
author of the best seller; THE SENSUOUS 
BASKETWEAVER. 
With courses such as these available, I see 
no reason why anyone should have any 
trouble working out a satisfactory program. 
4. You may find that you have been 
programmed with courses in both the_main-
23rd street building and the 50th street annex. 
Many people have come to m e asking me 
about -working out the conflicts that arise 
from this situation. I would like to address m y 
following comment to those who are-in this 
difficult situation: Hahahahahahahahahahah 
on you' -_ ~ . 
So you see, Bunky, Registration doesn't have 
to be a hassle. It doesn't have-' to be 
troublesome. It doesn't have to be difficult. In 
fact, i t doesn't even have to be. Drop out, get a 
job, and stop, sponging off your parents you 
damn lousy, lazy prako college bum. 
' .—- A l i S t C " ! . ! • - . ^ 
As The Mind Rolls On i 
by Rob Muhlrad 
It's been less than two weeks since I 
returned to gray New York City after a. twc 
month stay in green Winchester, New 
Hampshire where I was a counselor at 
Camp Forest Lake. I am finding it hard to 
make the transition from green to gray. In 
fact, the change has been further com-
plicated by my return to Baruch. As a 
counselor I found myself in the role of a 
teacher. Now, a s a student, the pendulum 
has swung in the opposite direction 
(counselor: c a m p e r equals t eache r : 
student). 
Soon after I came home I was informed of 
the new building which will house only 
freshmen. Baruch had been attempting to 
acquire more space but it was thought that 
the new building would be located in the 
vicinity of the Main Building. It seems to me 
that 50th Street and Lexington Avenue is a 
bad site for the freshman center. For one 
thing, any upper classman registered for a 
freshman course will find himself in trouble 
because it takes longer than ten minutes tc 
go from one building to the other. Some of 
these students will thereby have to change 
their programs. 
Secondly, freshmen will be isolated from 
__the rest of the school. It will be extremely 
difficult for mem to attend club meetings 
and other activities planned for club hours. . 
Finally, once they become sophomores 
and take their classes a t 23rd Street, they 
will have to g o through another transitional 
--period, similar to the one they a r e now 
undergoing. 
I feel that the former site of Cathedral 
High School is a bad choice for the solution 
of the space crisis. Time might prove m e 
wrong. 
There a re many new faces and many old 
ones missing a t Baruch which will make my 
readjustment to college'life harder. Gone 
are such people as Mrs. Lockwood, Marcia 
Fitzgibbons and John "Schorectohod." 
And what kind of a staff will TICKER 
have this term? I hope as-good as the staff 
was a t Camp Forest Lake. . 
Will Richie Havens Show up for this year ' s 
Convocation? Will he be invited back? 
Will there be another Spring Day? Will 
departmental finals be done away with as 
they were last fall? Will the student body, as 
well as Student Government, be less 
apathetic than they were last year? Will 
elections be held on time? 
Hey, I 'm starting to readjust ' 
P.S. Welcome toallfreshmen and transfer 
students. 
—1 
Dear Dean Senour, 
1 feel t ha t the new opening hour of the Student Center 
being set a t 9:00 A .M. is a- hardsh ip . I wan t the Center 
opened a t 8:00 A . M . 
Signed 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
F i l l i n th is let ter and leave i t i n the T I C K E R o f f ice, room 
307 F Student Center. It wil l be forwarded. There Is also a 
petition circulating; be sure to sign h \ 
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Student Body Politick THE OUTSIDER 
ITEM: You are going to haye to 
find a new place to catch your 
morning snooze (you might try the 
Main Building or the 24th Street 
Center). If you haven't discovered 
it yet, the Student Center is closed, 
locked and barred to all students 
before 9:00 A.M. I know it's a 
rotten deal but we've been getting 
a lot of that for years. 
There has- been a good deal of 
fancy rhe to r i c expended ^con-
cerning the all-new "FreshmaiT 
Center" located at 50th Street. 
President Wingfield has hailed its 
acquisi t ion as a "so lu t ion" 
although " temporary" . (Seems to 
me Neville Chamberlain once had 
a "temporary solution" but that's 
another column.). In any case this 
columnist would be one of the first 
to say that the new center does look 
good as a temporary relief from 
the pressure and overcrowding in 
our halls, classrooms, elevators, 
and lounges. . And with all the 
proposed new construction in the 
Student Center it provides a good 
safety valve for the overpopulation 
that building. 
Unfortunately it r a i s e s one 
—a column by Andrew Franklin 
senouaproblem severe enough to 
warrant our close attention. 
When a new student' enters the 
freshman class he is entering a 
totally unfamiliear world. It is, as 
all upperclass people --know, a 
world of uncertainty, curiousity 
(by and about him), and a small 
degree of fear. To help rid himself 
of these feelings a freshman needs 
friends. Friends to talk to, to help 
with classwork, and to fall back on 
for support when h e encounters 
problems with the administration, 
the faeulty\ other students, and 
himself. I'll admit that Freshman 
Orientation makes a creditable 
effort to fulfill these needs. But it 
doesn't succeed because it can' t 
successfully wetnurse and babysit 
1400 students. Therefore we must 
find alternative methods of dealing 
with this problem. 
Theoretically there is another 
way of supporting the new student 
th rough h is f reshman y e a r . 
Student Personnel Services calls it 
Student Activities, everybody else 
caHs it "clubs". 
There are approximately fiftv 
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The beginning of the end or the 
end of the beginning. Which one? 
Or possibly neither or maybe both. 
For, you see, you won't have 
Franklin to kick around too much 
longer. Ah yes,, in but a twinkling of 
a star going super-nova this year 
will race by and be all but a 
stunning memory. If all goes well 
(or at least according to plan) this 
wjriter will break free from the 
educational trap laid seventeen 
years earlier, the possessor of a 
BBA. 
But for the moment here I am 
and here I take my stand. And as 
soon as I determine what the stand 
is or what the issues really a re I'll 
tell you. Believe me, I will as I 
can't stand to let my revelations go 
unheard. 
How was your summer? Good, 
bad or indifferent it doesn't mat te r 
since it has passed by and will 
never return. Two concepts I 
picked up and I'm going to pass 
them on to you: You can't thread a 
moving needle (this from a pretty 
Newtown senior at Rockaway 116th 
street) ; there is no present, only 
the past and the future. Perhaps 
this latter point should be ex-
pounded upon for the benefit of all 
concerned (the former concept 
should be self-explanatory for all 
those horny Baruch males and 
especially to those Baruch females 
who are the cause of much 
adolescent agony). As I stumbled 
through the summer I discovered 
that no one really lives in the 
present—all talk and discussion i s 
about the events of the past (if 
anyone cair reniember them) ; all 
ac t iv i ty is di rected v toward 
establishing a future which will 
eventual ly become the p a s t 
everyone can talk about at parties 
and gatherings. Ho hum, enough 
phnosophizing, on to the good stuff. 
Lightning f lashes, thunder 
booms, drums roil and horns blare 
as the flags are unfurled and the 
Furies of Hell loosed upon an 
unsuspecting and semi-comatose 
public. Franklin's Cinema of the 
Absurd presents its first major 
production: The Adventures of 
Tom and Andy or how to stagger 
ass-backwards through a summer 
vacation. Previews and coming 
attractions a re definitely in order. 
Imagery and fantasy abound a s : 
Our heroes fight their way 
through hundreds of barbituate 
crazed downheads at Forest Park . 
With Colt 45 in haad and heads in 
the sky Tom and Andy fought tooth 
and nail to win free from one of the 
fiercest battle zones in Queens. 
And all without remembering a 
single thing' 
With an assist from Uncle E and 
the Big V Tom and Andy return to 
Forest Park, assaui: numerous 
Jack :r. the 3cx outlets, flip boiries 
and cans from a moving car and 
finally "'duke out" a Spanish 
Amer ican gent leman with the 
words "No sh i t ' " and "'Vamos 
Muchachos '" Later that weekend 
our intrepid heroes a re rudely 
awakened only to discover that 
they were late to pick up two girls 
on the way to Fire Island. 
Tom and Andy fall in and out and 
back in and then sideways into 
romantic situations which they 
ne i ther comprehend nor un-
derstand. Watch as our heroes 
blunder through love blowing one 
situation after another only to end 
up with ambivalent relationships 
and bruised feelings. 
Vows to remain straight for a t 
least a week last but one day a s 
Andy twists Tom^s a rm at 116th 
Into The Valley Of 
- Reluctantly'5 
Death 
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street in the Rockaways. Result: 
another lost day a t the beach. 
Doing extensive m a r k e t 
research our characters determine 
that Miller Malt is but a cheap 
imitation of Colt 45. The original 
still the greatest. 
Macada Beach—scene of the 
bloodiest actions of the entire 
summer. Rain.or shine, night or 
day, liquid lunches and wet bar-
becues were the p redominan t 
activities as the Committee to 
Foment Democracy found itself 
banned from Breezy Point. 
Breezy Point where Andy fell 
out, fucked up and blew everything 
as Tommy watched in shock and 
dismay. The ultimate was hap-
pening as the rot set in and our 
Demian started a long, slow spiral 
downward into the black pits of 
senseless oblivion. Repea t ed ly 
getting stuck in the sand (mentally 
and physically), lashing out blindly 
and eventually collapsing. 
Tom anoVAndy, drunk once again 
at Rockaway spend an entire af-
ternoon chasing after Jo, our 
Newtown pinup. All seniors, all 
wrecked. 
Wheeling Jimmy TG along with 
a garbage can of beer. 
Being insulted a t Steak and 
Brew. 
Watch as a gas station is 
assaulted, raped, pillaged and. 
drowned by some twenty raiders 
leaping from U-Haul vans on the 
way to the Festival of Hope. 
Yes folks, it 's all there. The trials 
and tribulations, the loves and the 
hates, the^lood^and t h e beer,"ike 
wine and poorly rolled cigarettes 
and the little white, pills. The sun 
and the surf, the girls and the cars. 
The ups and downs and ins and outs 
as our supermen, Tom and Andy, 
romp across the tawdry landscape 
of a steaming summer New York 
in a- madcap race against them-
selves and time and boredom and 
memory. 
This production is dedicated to 
the thousands of summer super-
beings who let another one slip by 
and especially to the CFD'ers who 
stood shoulder to shoulder against 
the sky, somehow surviving. (We 
hope to bring you another Tom and 
Andy production in Novembers 
Tom and Andy play college dor-
mitory ') 
Since this is the first consraw o£ 
the new semester I figure you'd be 
interested in hearing about the 
future. I have a lot of really good 
depressing subjects to write about 
and you can be damn su re that I'H 
ruin your day. The Committee to 
Foment Democracy is all geared 
up and ready for the big push this 
Contined on Pace 
Would yoir bay a used ftout this 
5 
F •\-i V-
j l i g S S I e ^ S j j g i S ^ ^ •'.-?•», - _ f ^ 
African Action Assn Meeting 
\ 
x 
-^iiigi^gill^ • y i r « - ^ - j i - " ! : . ' * ^ » 7:&^ fl^pML ^ BI^CK New Meoibers Reception *;0k- « ^ p p^nlv - •.- Baruch Coniniittee to End War Meeting 
• ,*r y v . 
--«•- —- •—w-..£wca^. 
ltI2 
'^^ feOff--;.:' 5:00 pjn. , "f.~;. 
i..~-'.' *i^ *r.-
H 9?0B^- iljjOQ-jpiiifc*,;. --:• 
;MW^- 2:09^pjn. -
12:06".-, 2:00 p.m. -
m¥,.r«Rf,» Olympic Memorial 
: Newman d o b . Freshman Reception 
S J> S. & S t a d e r f ^ ^ e Meeting 
Stodent<^vci&jileirt Meeting 
Psychology Society Film 
Student-Faculty Meetings 
,1932 
STUDENTS V-fMHfcfei AKfi 
RECEIVXNa FINANCrAt 
A W M I ^ T P I C K ^ 
in 
TEMBER 2 ^ 1 * * * - ^ ^ 
CHECKS NOT PICKED *»» . ^ l H i « i ^ # 3 ^ ^ 
BY THIS DATE WILL BE 
RETURNED r^fcO". i THE 
3#A|UPKi OF HIGHER ^ - O p J ^ r ^ 
« D I J C W I f ^ ^ ~ •: "Vff^gggi 
~-~ ••/••ji-:-^.. ^r~r'- Adrniiilalratlii 
There -wiH tea meetix# <*f uw P a i * A v e n ^ S ^ 
Baruch Chapter lot the PSC^»- or before Seipm^tmM^Jm^^^ 
CUNY oo Thorsdayr^fc XL^iarr-^^.:^. - ;-;,:-; r, ~-;:ff :^.;^^?^^^ 
12:15 in-Jt room to be announced ^ '^;>:!5;'ePj^A^fej^eih 
later, tt is urgent that all attend. 7 ./*.': Departmen* of Education 
"~ ' -.'" -" N O T ^ r : T O ^ : - i J « ^ \ ^ T 0 ' ^ © I N ' 
^ • • ^ 
Oak Lounge 4 H » - « :00pjn- -
*:O0 -^O:«0>ah. -
Y:00 - 11:00 p.m. :-~ 
Student Activities & Club Rep. Meeting 
Sigma Alpha-Delta Meeting-
• Newman Club Freshman Reception 
iTPlease check with Mrs. Fstefte Ross, Student Center Receptionist' 
S T U D E N T GOVERNMENT CHORUS ; - ^ 
EJECTIONS -'••-•'.. - -':-••.".--• . ' --:^ :V-,--^ : \ '• '-• '•: •••--..-. 
Jack Xigbt.--of . the Music 
THE DEADLINE FOR THE Department has announced that it 
FILING OF l>ECtARATI0NS OF i* star not la€e to join the Baruch 
CANDIDACY HAVE B E E N Ononis.TJieChorus got underway 
EXTENDED, THE NEW last T u e s o ^ :witI*5Ci^^ 
DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AF- ''Carmina^ Burana" and :many 
^TERNOON AT 4:00 ' P:M. S E E stttdejrts; missed :^rmei - - « r s t 
NEXT WEEK*S TICKER FOR rehearsaL Anybody that still wants 
THE; PLATFORMS OF ALL tajom c a B ^ s i i ^ ^ 
THOSE RTJNNING. AND; FOR the Music Dept-offic< room 1220. 
YOUR OWN GOOD, GET OUT Ti»e <*or^>wffl3sbiirt 
AND VOTE SEPTEMBER 27, 28, Haflelujah ChorusT> form Handel's 
AND29TH- Messiah; t©dayr : 
— - ' ' • 4 » • " ' • : " " - . . • . - " • • - ' . • « ' - - ' " - " - > - ' ' " ' ' - - - H " " " : . ' . - " ' . ' - ' " , 
LAW SOCIETY 
•
<wflr:beviN 
of the h&W:
 r ^ - ^ - ^ , 
Con- »day, September 21st; in room 1104, 
ttnoon-TJiis^jiHr ' " ' ' 
meeting of . the 
; Roy Bbckstem, the FaO term wiff h e 
^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ n i e ; ^Lnb^,;;: AQ; students, bou> members 
- c . • » • - . *• 
USt iy-BOOK EXCHANGE RECEIPT 
* E o e M T # o * •--•••- , • - • -
. *REf4INO>«AT€^ ARE SEPTEMBER 
S6f»XEM«eR 27. 
.::,;•. . ' .::y<inw>•, • Hours 
* /"J»>A-«~- , 11-3 
^-fe-a^^ift^•---• • .. : .n -3 
V t f r a F * ! * * ' ' —-•' " n-3 
> / » - t f ypu«pufc»tt wt any other 
;;
-r - -=:v^-; 
In preparation fyrOct^tfst 
Coarse begins Sept 23rd. :J^ v::>:'-" 
Verified record of achievBaetit in 
the 1^AT preparatioii 
• ^U- * v^ - * ".' >:.t^" J - - -
•'»*•• V . ^ ' V j r " . 
•t-f-.***1- ' - " V * 
• . - ' - , ' j ~ \ , • • - • - - , ^ r ^ ^ ^ . = ' A *-,"» . - - * » > , . , • " ' - • > . ••^-. *, '.- * > - . V > * . ' • >» • i . ' - l - - * -.- • 
FOULXTI* 
By Da»i4 Wotf« Hoit.RlnHMirt «td 
Winston, New Yock, 40ft pp> 17^5 
BasketTs^atl Connies 
both racial and 
problems. Hawkins 
httfie 
, in Boys Hi^i 
a t l o w a State University, 
the Harlem - Globetrotters, and 
finally with the^hoenix Sons of the 
The higgest problem Hawkins 
faced in life was when he found 
himself involved in a scandal 
daring his college years in Iowa. It 
was reported that Hawkins was 
involved with^cejrtain gamblers in 
Ttem^t6ik.A£tJB£ the public^ IEK 
formed of the scandal, the NBA 
teams wouldn't let Hawkins near, 
there offices let alone play^ for tbeir 
teama. The only Team that would 
accept l i im wrfs the Harlem-
taobetrotter*^ which in the early 
^oVsrwajBQ't wl^at it is mom- They 
played uv small gyms in„ small 
. towns. Then he played for. the ABL 
which only -fasted for a * few 
I S ^ h ^ f ^ B ^ i g J ^ „
 r _ w 
M*«?Bsrifc^«f *8$&& aaiaRgt^^iet compositions. This is a real problem, Isn't 
for co^nia&era^ Dld^vo*^ '-- '- « « H Y femur ftwwnNgrttw ^ *fhi Rdaryn.andstiMS. 
Then Hawkins decided to sue the 
**BA for not letting him play' m:. 
their league. But tins is another 
uiing that Connie Hawkins was ablt 
to beat for he won a suit that made 
and Lindz Meet the r^ez^f" Their headlines 
are fmi. "Cabbies Beep for the Veep? Un i t ' s 
^o^nmeh^cynlcal fun to Bvg -W Oflfe city ;~rm 
sure there's a future for me in writing quickie 
headlinesior the DN. I know there's no future 
Great" Sunday editorial series. 
Travelling and thinking about home. It was 
really something the morning we awoke in 
Los Angeles and watched me i..A. version of 
Eyewitness News, starring exiled John 
Shubeck as Joel-«eidner, doing a special on 
4he bousing project jazz in Forext Hills. Ah, 
Forest Hills..-There are "more working Color 
televisions in this damn motel than, thereare 
in Forest Hills' And now, nine in the morning, 
twelve noon New Yarktimeittt^. a^Jt& 
waking up to this kvetching face with much 
costume jewelry and^prange blasting Vita-
herring fire about the/project. Last night m y 
friend gave some loifc-distance advice: He 
said "If the people of Forest Hills would just 
take it easy instead of these demonstrations 
they would live better." It made a lot of sense 
at the time. I mean the Pacific Ocean was 
only five minutes away. 
So m e people of Forest Hills, back in New 
York, Jhink;;:ti^y,have problems. 1 have a 
problem, f have to tell you about the new 
album by Michael Murphey, on A & M. Think 
a b i g project is a .problenaPTDo ^ ou, have to 
inaker a prp |^^ _OT 
alarming thatthere is a pitifully small club 
York area^This means mat 
small folk and 
develop a sense nf community. 
that for a while at least, they-can^ 
orplay,or jam, and know they wiU i 
the soul out at people. A sense of the road. An 
openness to strangers through music. All 
kinds of stuff. The big atple is just too big for 
;air:tite;;:-:-.-V: ~-;,;;::S: ~"::£:.:.:-•"• m : - ;" 
• But the great unbounded Southwest^ the 
: beautiful Bay Area, even in parts of Los 
Angeles all have developed small colonies, 
communities, and thriving music scenes. One 
may herein experience the. art- of many 
eclectic musicians. > 
Among these, out of Austin, Texas, is 
Michael Murphey. If you don't ready this 
article, or if you don't read the latest Rowing 
Stone, you wouldn't hear ~ about Michael 
Murphey in New Yoi*. Murphey has beeh 
singing in Texas clubs for some time, in-
volved wim other artists such as the 
well ^hardly known poet Charles John 
Quarto. M i n ^ e y was singing in some club, 
the story goes, when Bob Johnston stopped 
by. B.J. was immediately knocked out and 
' quickly aaked'the hoy if n^ wanted to nialce-a. 
record. This is^  some ai 
because the last famous record Johnston 
made was by Bob Dylan and caDed Nashville 
S k y l i n e . -"•".,••."•"" 
Michael Murphey's next incarnation was a 
two-page ad in the trades. The mtessage of 
said media wa£ the same as that ^  ^ 
paragraph above. I next saw a four-
Two aspects make Itjal^^ird*;:a^afa^fei^^- :^ 
songwriUng i s excellent: It : * , > > H # X ^ 7 „ 
none of the desperate claptrap :ihD^ger^*i^: 
mood that has passed through oin- recent 
ears. Murphey uses mat poetic turn o£phrase 
very dehcately to con«"»uhk'ate a^jgn- - ; 
derlying urgent I seriousness under ;-«££ f: 
genocidal fun and Hollywobd awe with which 
Americans view the pli^ttVof the fadian- This 
i s directly evident in the t h ^ cut, obviously, 
tip images and 
teed^to^un.Lmeatt Harry Chaf^^ to 
songs. Jge writes screenplays on^^u^^nVd. -
Theother aspect i&thescMmd. Johnston has 
^not messed up this oner 
everytnmg is restramed and 
is communicated, messagesjutf^ 
felt, but everyflring i s calm and sootlung.and 
clean.As^produc^rvJohnston^asa^j;^^ a 
feeling of intimacy mat one feete near \ a 
dynamic artist hi^^ ^MQBVtt:ajjdJErJUMMS^ r gixib, 
Geronimo's (^diallac is a dynainic P e n n i n g 
for Murph; and a triumphant "comeback" 
for Johnston. 
tmtm gTSrfflMrffiTr> "vTtimn - -\MltfHHm 
*.' 
c 
' W!?'<?~ir^- . ~ * 
.-S^J5i.*> *==-' ~.::*«-A-^.: : • o > - ; ~ '•>»• : ' - f • - » * - r • 
TTie White 
Saleries • . » . 
(Continued from Page 2) 
"By Pan* andMichael Rosenthal 
< Alternative Features Service) 
"To grow op decent, oar children 
need new, clothing to present 
themself iW school in proper neat!! 
The sun nave to shine for oar 
childreBS too. Amen." 
. ^Fhus read a handlettered sign 
held by a poor black woman in a 
New York Times photograph in 
August, laffi ""These people want 
welfare andTSey can't even learn" 
to speak the language correctly," 
the reactionary; tightassed, hondy 
might respond. 
Then there's our own 
"enHghtenedv'' radical-hip view: 
marvel at tbe^  sign's eloquence, 
- especially when "these people" 
have been so disadvantaged as to 
be excluded from learning the 
proper linguistic tools for com-
municating in this society. 
We're closer in viewpoint to that 
tightasses reactionary than we 
realize, for though our aesthetic, 
emotional, and political 
judgements differ, we would 
agree, ultimately, that the sign 
employs an impoverished form of 
grammar—that it is incorrect 
English. And we'd all be wrong. 
For, according to a fascinating 
series of linguistic studies, the sign 
was not written in uugrammatical 
"Standard English," butin utterly 
grammatical "Black English 
which was clearly the language of 
the writer. " , 
Black English i s the most 
homogeneous dialect of American 
English, according to a new book 
called Black English, by J.L. 
Dillard, a professor of linguistics 
at the University of Puerto Rico. 
That is to say, Black English is a 
variant form, of- the English 
is spoken in ac~ 
rules, by Bfr per-cent1 of the black 
people in the United States, It is not 
a make-do language of people who, 
for one reason or another, have not 
caught on to the principles of "our" 
language, but it^  is a variant form 
that has developed through 
history, shaped" and molded by 
influences as remote as Pidgin 
Portuguese, spoken by 17th cen-
tury traders on the west coast of 
Africa-
To white observers, especially 
those of us with hip aspirations,,the 
most apparent feature of Black 
"^hgfisrIris~ieF vo<»bular^irBtecir 
Jargon in White America is a 
recently-published, sympathetic 
introduction to this vocabulary, 
written^ by " David" Claerbaut, a 
white high school teacher who 
realized that he had no idea what 
his black students were talking 
about. 
Studies like Dillard's, however, 
are more concerned with syntax, 
with the grammatical structure of 
Black English. For while Black 
vocubulary and slang have always 
received >some modicum of 
recognition (at least some 
awareness that "crib," "vines," or 
"box," were names for real 
things), black syntax has usually 
been viewed as an ''incorrect" or 
"incomplete" or even "in-
coherent" version of white syntax. 
In fact, ah earlier term for Black 
English ' was Non-Standard 
English, which was conceived as a 
polite way of saying English with 
every.possible grammatical errors 
The turth of the matter is that 
speaking Standard English with 
lots of grammatical errors (and 
throwing in a few "l ikes ," 
"babys," and elegant slang slang' 
words) will not produce anything 
like Black English. For as with 
Persian French or Middle High 
German, the structure of Black 
English has-got to be studied to be 
f^tfigfrJr'Hi -*jy- F M * 1 1 ^ 3 ^ ^ TiyakrprjB, 
~" At Columbia University, linguist 
WilKam A. Stewart has taught 
some aspects of the dialect to white 
public school teachers . T h e s e 
teachers learned that "He be sick 
all the time" is correct while "He 
sick all the time" is incorrect. On 
the -other hand, "He ^ick right 
now" is.correct and "He be sick 
right now" is incorrect, onfusing? 
Just about as confusing as "He is 
sick all the time" and "He is sick 
right now" are to the black first-
grader who has been com-
municating th^/same_J^ught_in 
^rlrtherin^re*^mplex versTlorms 
since he learned to talk. 
For this black first-grader has 
been^ making the distincting, 
unavailable in the verb forms'of 
Stand English, between constant 
and intermittent activity in the 
present. "He sick" implies a 
chronic condition, whereas "He be 
sick" implies a temporary con-
dition. The speaker of Standard 
English must qualify "He is sick" 
with the adverb "right now!' or 
"all the time" in order to make the 
same distinction. 
Most Europeans who learn 
Standard English have great 
difficulty with this feature of our 
language, and resort to forms like 
"he was being sick" to express a 
temporary condition. - We usually 
find such forms rather charming 
when accompanied by a French 
accent; of course we understand 
that the French tourist, who is 
most probably white, and fairly 
well-off financially, can express 
himself quite elegantly back home. 
The point of the linguists' 
discovery of Black English is that 
so can the American black. 
Grammatical respectability has 
been symbolic of class position, 
since long before Henry Higgihs 
created a "lady" out of Cockney 
Liza Doolitle. B u t what modern 
linguists are discovering is that the 
**iTBi>rirtfihTr," or ruling..class 
dialect- of * nafion is- -u^Tnore 
consistent, eloquent, or com-
municat ive than the "less 
respectable" forms. For con-
ceptual expression is like seeing or 
hearing, in that, anyone with 
-normal physical equipment can 
and does do it,-though he or she 
might not be recognized as doing it. 
And whether or not the linguist is 
politically motiviated, his work has 
political consequences, since he is 
countering a body of educational 
dogma and policy that views black 
poeple a s ''verbally deprived." 
""This ^"pl>rdach~takes ah~extreme 
form in the statement by British, 
sociologist Basil Bernstein, that 
"much of lower-class language 
consists of a ~ kind of incidental 
'emotional^ accompaniement' to 
action here and now." 
To. refuse to recognize the con-
ceptual content Of a person's 
speech is clearly to refuse to 
recognize a crucial aspect of his or 
her humanity—the result is an 
Arthur Jensen, the- educational 
psychologist who has "proved" 
that black people are genetically 
less conceptually able than whites. 
Since Head Start programs don't 
raise the achievement level of 
black students, Jensen has con-
cluded that black people's in-
telligence must be "associative" 
rather than "conceptual. 
That Jensen has based bis work 
solely on the "verbal deprivation" 
studies, and has entirely ignored 
the existence of Black English, did 
not dissuade William-Buckley and 
Joseph Alsop from bailing his 
study as "massive, apparently 
authoritative." . 
It is firghteningly easy to 
misjudge a language one does not 
understnad, and to conclude that it 
is not a language at all. The error 
becomes less benign the more 
evidence i s discovered of the 
historicity, complexity, and 
homogeneity of Black English. For' 
^xpto^W^e^^pynttcafWemome^^ 
derive their life-blood from im-
putations of certain groups' lesser 
humanit 
...**& 
engineering, 
Accounting, for the first time in 
the 12-year hisjpry of the study, 
attracted more offers than any 
other academic discipline. Despite 
this surge in volume, the starting 
salary average for accounting 
gained less than 1 percent over last 
year for a final figure of $854, 
Most other bachelor's disciplines 
in the men's -study also ex-
perienced modest increases 
although four low-volume 
categories finished with final 
averages which ranged from 1 
percent to twpercent lowi&r-than --•••-• 
last year. They were metallurgical 
engineering, agricultural sciences;;^ 
chemistry, and physics. '" 
Candidates for master's degrees 
in .business administration cori-
tinued to attract the most offers 
and the highest average starting 
salaries at the master's level of the 
men's study. Those with technical 
undergraduate degrees ex-
perienced a 1.6 percent increase to 
$1,129 ' while those with non-
technical backgrounds went up 1.2 
percent to $1,057. 
At the doctoral level, the top 
averages were $1,439 for electrical 
engineering and $1,405 for 
chemical engineering, gains of 3.T 
percent and less than i percent, 
respectively. 
In the cooperative program 
phase of the n w s study, increases 
in starting sa£p*y averages over 
last year ranged tip to 3 percent 
"and followed- much the same 
pattern as the regular bachelor's^ 
phase. 
As in the men's study,, 
engineering and accounting 
figured prominently in the 
women's study. The top dollar 
average of $893 -per month was 
reported for women entering 
engineering positions where an 
engineering degree was reqired. 
Next in line was $829 for the ac-
counting/ auditing group. The 
tftiira^ jfrtarring rotary • 
WBMB 
Radio Baruch 
w
 Goes on lite air soon 
We would like people who want to devote their time and efforts 
and are willing to commit themselves to the station. 
\ 
All Positions Open 
Please contact Steve Kahn at 
Radio Station WBMB, Student Center 
Room 206, Tues, Thw*, Frt 12-3 
for^me" secretarial services group 
at $465. 
Although" Jthey commanded the 
highest salary averages, women 
engineers and accountants 
realized relatively small per-
centage gains over last year. The 
engineering average went up 
slightly less than 1 percent and the 
accounting average improved 2.1 
percent. 
While the largest percentage 
increase to male bachelor's 
candidates was 2.8 percent, there 
were a number of categories in 
the women's study which did 
better, although the two highest 
were based on a small number of 
reported offers. Com-
munications, with 72 offers, went 
up 7.6 percent to $577, and non-
scientific research, with 38 of-
fers, rose 6.7 percent to $608. Also 
above the 2.8 percent increase 
were: business and public ad-
ministration, up 4 percent to 
$643; E D P programming-
systems, 3.5 percent to ^ $772; 
mathematics , 3.7 percent to 
$732; and scientific research, 4.4 
percent to $658. 
Over-all, however, the sub-
stantial increases in starting 
salary^pffers experienced during 
the fate sixties were but a 
" memory in the women's study as 
.. well as the men's study. 
r & Weds 2-4 
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that ratio last year was 42 Gross 
,:• Square Feet per student—less than 
tT^^percettt iXrf rthe~ minimum 
suggested. Students here often 
wait up to 3ft minutes to ride an 
elevator to their nex t class, and 
failing success with the elevator, 
they walk. Sometimes they walk 
sixteen flights up. Classes have 
-^spilled into auditoriums, and 
reading rooms. Eve^studenfe^ 
recreational facil it ies are 
vanishing into classrooms. But. 
with all that, this classroom, right 
here, is too typical of learning 
conditions at y Baruch and 
throughout City U n i v e r s i t y . ; 
How can we expect our children 
- to learn very much of anything in 
mis environment? That feey do is 
remarkable and a testament to 
their determination and the 
determination of those who teach 
them. But we must offer the -is* 4 of 
a million ^oung people attending 
CXJNY something better. 
The Governor and the 
Rockefeller-dominated Regents 
and the Legislature would have 
you believe that's impossible. But 
. they are misleading us. It is 
possible, if the state would simply 
give to- the city university what 
jthey give to_ the state university. 
This is an example of what money 
can -do. Right now- the state 
allocates three times more money 
toSUNY than to CUNY: $2,741 per 
student to $981 per student. In the 
next Legislative session, L will 
introduce a bill that at the very 
minimum wffl recnrire that CUNY . 
and SUNY receive equal amounts. 
TJie Regents; in their recent 
report said -there wasn't enough 
money to finance the $400 million 
construction bill for CUNY passed 
in the last session. They recom-
mended^ tuition. I say that's 
ridiculous and deceitful. City 
P*y*~^4 
Pace 1 
million in rents-enough l o service 
the debt on $200 of that $400 million. 
: In the next session I will work to 
protect that $400 million, because it 
i s essential i f CUNY is to survive 
as a learning institution of merit, 
and one that does not crowd its 
students into apathy and 
• The Regents suggested in their 
reeent report that a ^rational 
tuition pohcy" should be forced on 
CUNY. They're • just playing the 
^overnor*s~-soagr:he wiB call for 
tuition, this year too. He calls for it 
every year. But we won mat fight 
with him last year, and wel l win it 
again this year, despite the fact 
that there could be a different 
legislature after the election. We' 
will see to it that CUNY gets 
adequate funding and that the 
J27,000 day students continue to 
pay no tuition. Tuition will not be a 
quid pro qo for what is, after all, 
the State's obligation. 
Finally, I plan, to resubmit a bill 
that died in committee last session, 
whereby overcrowded public 
col leges and . universities "can 
contract with underpopulated 
private institutions to educate a 
given number of public university 
students accepted on public school 
standards. This bill would ease 
mdch of the overcrowding~in public' 
universities as well as the severe 
financial crisesJbf so many private 
schools. 
I realize these are only partial 
measures, only beginnings. But 
they are a start. Look around you. 
Ask yourselves where i t is more 
important to spend our money. If 
we do not let our children learn, if 
we do not do alljwe can to give 
them at the minimum a fair chance 
to learn, what are we doing to 
them-and what are we doing to our 
V 
. Address letters to Dr. Arnold 
Werner, Box 974, East Lansing, ML 
48823 
QUESTION: I was told that studies 
have indicated that soapg that 
contain hexachlorophene <ause 
brain lesions. That sounds fan-
tastic to me. Has there been such a 
_study2 Are there any known ad-
verse effects from the use of 
hexachloropbene? -
ANSWER: Hexachlorophene is an 
- ant ibacter ia l agent commonly 
founds in many soaps and 
'deodorants until recenfiy. The 
< rationale for its use was that by 
slowing the growth of skin bac-
teria, perspiration odor would be 
diminished, since the latter is due 
to bacterial action-on sweat. 
In some recent experiments, 
baby rats were exposed' to high 
concentrations of hexachlorophene 
and enough of the material was 
absorbed through the skin to cause 
brain damage._There have also 
been some isolated cases of human 
infants with skin infections ^ex-
posed to unusually high con-
centrations and anroiints of 
h e x a c h l o r o p h e n e deve lop ing 
symptoms suggestive of poisoning. 
In one case death occurred. 
The approach that was taken 
was the banning of 
, hexachlorophene from a large 
variety of products' and severe 
restriction of its use in newborn 
nurseries. For the last couple of 
months, hexachlorophene has been 
banned from soaps and . 
doedorants, where- they probably 
never did much good, but where 
they also probabry never did any 
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harm.';-" In .-..;. hospitals 
hexachlorophene has contmued to 
be used by hospital, personnel to 
wash meir hands before stjrgery 
and before handling newborns. In 
the very short period of time since 
the restrictions on hospital use 
went into effect, numerous serious 
outbreaks of skin infections in 
nurseries have been reported; The 
outbreaks have- necessitated a 
review of the entire situation. 
Within the last few weeks, new 
guidelines for t h e . use of this 
substance have been drawn up. 
Babies may be bathed with 
hexachlorophene in low con-
centrations, if they are carefully 
rinsed off. The situation is now 
much as- it was before_the fuss 
started. Unless a baby has skin 
infections, there is probably no 
reason to use hexachlorophene at 
home,'where exposure to infection 
is much less than in a hospital. The 
most popular of the 
hexachlorophene products i s 
Phisohex. -
The problem under discussion 
typifies^^he difficulties of Aiatring 
rational decisions in medical 
treatment. The question is: Is 
more harm done by the mandated 
elimination of a product based on 
evidence of questionable ap-
plicability ythan is done by the 
occasional misuse of the product? 
The „'_ elimination of 
hexachlorophene from _ the 
newborn nursery may have been a 
literal example of throwing out the 
baby with the bath water. 
QUESTION: I'm a 23 year old 
male who is concerned about bis 
yirility. Whenever I ejaculate, the 
aemeh comes out without any 
pressure and 4ust drtwtles. 
,_ I^ anjt" uotreveo'- awave 
that1 have ejaculated. Up until a 
year and a half-ago I had nq, 
problem. ~fs mis normal with 
aging? 
ANSWER:: Twenty-three years old 
hardly qualifies as aged, but your 
age may partly explain what, you 
describe. Ejaculatory force i s 
variable and is_a result of con-
traction of various musc le s 
surrounding the duct work that 
carries the semen out. At times it 
may be related to the intensity of 
orgasm and to the period of time 
that has lapsed since the previous 
orgasm. If what you describe is 
related to decreased sexual per-
formance and is accompanied by 
occasional impotence or inability 
to get an erection^ you are in need 
of talking the situation over with 
someone skilled in these matters. 
If erections seem to be of good 
quality and orgasm is satisfactory, 
I would advise ignoring it. About 
20-30 per cent ^rf: 
describe a-pattern of 
. very sjiBflar to yuan 
ejaculation is more common 
QUESTION; I am worried about 
becoming a homosexuaL I have 
only had homosexual relationship* 
five times in my entire life, but 
they were generally nnsatisfying. I 
have never had relationships with 
a woman other man heavy petting. 
I worry about impotency if 1 had 
\ the chance with women. I 
masturbate frequently, three or 
four t imes . . a " wej^ k* with 
homosexual fantesie^rT have tried 
masturbating^ wim fantasies with 
women, but it usually doesn't 
.work, or it takes a lot longer. 
Should I consult a psychiatrist? I 
am 22 years old. - -
ANSWER: A fair share of people 
experience worries, and unhap-
piness o v e f matters that involve 
establishing a pattern of sexual 
activity thai is comfortable and 
satisfying for them. A proclivity 
fop-a particular type of sexual 
relationship, be it heterosexual or 
homosexual, usually develops as a 
result of experiences rathei^than 
being'due to any innate qualities of 
the person. Such experiences can 
occur during a person's early 
development or even in adult life; 
Your letter gives the overall 
impression of worries and con-
cerns about sexual function in 
several areas . Interpersonal 
discomfort and intrapersonai 
• 11 wwTwivfes; as prooieBis~in sexual 
function: Seeking professional help 
from either a psychiatrist or a 
psychologist ;may be a good idea. 
The most important thing about 
seeking help will be finding 
someone who will *be non-
prejudiced and able to look with 
you at how you function in a 
complete fashion, rather than 
narrowly defining the problem as 
one of sexual orientation. An ex-
cursion to a psychiatrist or 
psychologist should not be viewed 
as necessarily indicating that a 
person is sick. It just happens, 
from a clinical point of view 
psychologists and psychiatrists *re-
the people who know the most 
about dealing] with behavior and 
feelings. 
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The summer ended with the 
people who had participated in the 
international conference on 
Vietnam -(Vietnamese, American, 
Canadian, Quebec Nationalists, 
•and Pueito.Ricans) calling on all 
the people who agree with us on 
:
~C£m&jp&nt* to help create and 
participate m -^a United Front arid, 
to demonstrate October 15, for an 
immediate end to the Vietnam 
#arV"TJieso two7 points are: (1) 
American acceptance of the 7 point 
Peace Proposal as the basis to end 
me war in Indochina; and (5) To 
defeat Nixon in the fall elections. 
The Baruch Committee to End The 
-War urges all individuals and 
organizations in Baruch College to 
join with us in forming such a 
United Front 
In Miami Beach, the grand old 
party, headed by Nixon, held an 
open convention; open with the 
help of the armed forces of the 
state of Florida and a mixture of 
tester gas, Mace, police clubs, and 
abandoned buses. In its quest to 
Inform the. news networks, it 
repressed the news that occurred 
outside the convention hall, not 
Only on the streets near the con-
venfion but also the exhibits in 
Flamingo Park of the Nixon reign 
of terror. On the streets we were 
the people matured on the Nixon 
battlefields, Vietnam Veterans, 
Black Panthers, Kent State, 
'Jacksonville, the Pentagon 
marchers, Berkeley, San Diego, 
Tallahassee, Washington, Seattle, 
Chicago, SNCC workers, and more 
people from every place. We were 
outraged over the arrogance of a 
Political Party nominating a 
convicted—in the eyes of the 
Nam. That date was July l^lSTt: 
This proposal remains on the table 
even though the Nixon government 
has ignored it, and most of the 
American people "nave affirmed 
their approval of mis .solution.' 
More importantly, the Vietnamese 
cultural fields. 
Point 6—The American 
Government must bear full 
responsibility for the losses and the 
destruction it has caused the 
Vietnamese. 
Point 7—Both parties will reach 
people have voiced then* approval agreement on the forms of respect. 
of their countrymen's proposal. If and international guarantee of the 
-there 4s - anyHproof- thatH TJneu- accords that will be concluded. 
Khiem are puppets of American The 7 points come down to two 
Imperialism, it is their muteness principals. 1) Stop all foreign in-
at the Paris Conference. They terference in the affairs of the 
make no proposals, out of fear_of people. Let the people be free of 
showing any signs of independent foreign domination and control -
thought to their American politically, culturally, , and 
benefactors. 
Point 1—When a date is set for 
the total withdrawal of American 
and American financed troops the 
Vietnamese will agree to the safe 
passage out of the country and the 
release of all people captured 
during the conflict. "These two 
operations will begin on the same 
-date and will end on. the same 
date.*' Further a cease fire will be 
observed as soon as an agreement 
on the withdrawal is reached. 
Point 2—Thieu has shown 
nothing but contempt for the 
people of South Viet Nam—ending 
provincial elections, ruling by 
decree, dealing in heroin, 
restricting the" opposition press, 
jailing student leaders, women, 
Budhists, Catholics, and people 
interested in neutrality and ending 
the bloodshed' and terror now. 
occurring—so he. cannot be a 
member of a government aspiring 
economically. 
Vietnamese. 
2) Vietnam for the 
/ The Baruch Committee to End 
the War hopes this clarifies the 
peace proposal presented by the 
Vietnamese people. We hope to 
meet all people interested in en-
ding the war Sept. 20, 4-6:30 PM in 
the North Lounge of the Student 
Center. 
Vietnam Will Win! 
ArtFishman 
Baruch Committee to End the War 
(Continued from Page 5) 
c|ubs in this school ranging from 
"Accounting ForumV to 
**Tradescope". There is ""enough 
variation her for every freshman 
student to find both friendship and 
outside activities to keep them both 
busy and happy. If you haven't 
realized it yet the problem is this: 
how does the freshman, isolated in 
Ins 50th Street Shangri-La, involve 
himseTf~in Hub activities which 
largely find themselves situated 
around 22nd Street? Even taking 
for granted that the school ad-
ministration has been thoughtful 
enough to provide the freshman 
with after-class diversion, it is still 
really the clubs which provide the . 
greatest chance for a decent life in 
the Baruch''Community. 
At this point a question should be 
running through the back of your 
head: doesn't the freshman have 
his other freshman friends to help 
him out? Sure he does, but ask 
yourself who it was that really got 
you into Baruch Life? You bet your 
asses it wasn't that scared little 
freshman sitting next to you. All of 
us remember that certain things 
about this school and its diverse 
denizen population,were complete^ 
mysteries until we found some 
infinitely battle=wise upperclass 
person who would share its secrets. 
This is, as you should be able to see 
by now, quite a problem. 
What we have to do <we meaning 
EVERYbody) i s find some method ; 
of bringing the clubs - Cthe i 
proverbial Mountain) to the fresh-
man (Mohammed). And we've got . 
to do it fast. After all you wouldn't-
want these defenseless freshmen-
turning out as "desiccated as you. 
are'. 
Peace. 
Outsider . . . 
To The Student Body 
In the past the student body of 
this school has been known for its 
lack of any say within the decision 
making processes of the Baruch 
peace, independence, neutrally College Community. You might 
and democracy. Such an .ad 
ministration will then negotiate 
with the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government of South Viet Nam— 
,__jniiiaL:, j£o&^fli&~xainj^ 
o f f i c e ^ our countryI -'"NaQona) liberation Front and the 
Viet Nam AHiance of National 
Democratic and Peace Forces—on 
tire following: 
a) The formation of an interim 
government of three segments 
between the restoration of peace 
summer experiences, which 
we will share with anyone who is 
interested, proved to us that the 
American Movement continues 
and we would like to be its 
representative in Baruch College. 
It is a movement in the best 
traditions of America—a and the holding of elections. b) Te ensure every democratic 
just.be asking yourself wiry tins is 
happening. Didn't all of : those 
candidates say last year when they 
ran for office that they will do 
something constructive? -
Well many of them did make 
promises and many of them did try 
to do something for the student of 
this school with respect to new 
curiculum, more student use 
space, smaller classes and the like. 
But they had their problems. One 
of them was that last year's 
student government was not one 
that had the full consent of the 
student body. Not even 30 per cent 
of the students voted in that 
election. 
V 
If you do want a student 
government that can" do something 
for you, you have to be waHng-^ to '^ 
give up 2 or 3 mmutes of your time 
between September 27 and 29 to 
vote for the candidate of your 
choice. Maybe at last the students 
of this school will be heard." 
Mitch Greenstein 
movement for Human Rights liberty to the South Viet Nam 
above all other rights; a movement people; to release all political 
for change instituted by, for, and of prisoners of the Thieu regime; to 
tiie peoplera movement in support dissolve all concentration camps 
of the peoples tight to change the - and liquidate all forms of con- Neuman Club 
form, of government when that 
government stops responding to 
the will of the governed; a 
inovement which affirms the 
^dignity of man in all countries; and 
smites with all peoples movements 
'Worldwide' Join with us* The 
^Baruch Committee to End the War, 
year, and let us Unite to fight 
to end the A m e r i c a s 
government's aggress ions in 
.^Setnam - and American im-
throughout the world. 
OABJSLTO STRUGGLE 
• DARE TO WIN'B 
A Explanation of the 7-Poiht 
Peace Proposal 
Baruch Committee to End 
tite War welcomes the students and 
to Baruch for the fall 
We hope to meet with all 
interested in the. war in 
>w it has affected 
society. On 
r
*« J e m b o - » , between 4 and 6:90 PM 
*" anopenmeeting in the 
JSStuoent vi^entec. 
straint and coercion so as to permit 
the people to return to their native 
places in complete freedom. 
c) To *create conditions allowing 
everyone to contribute their talents 
to rebuild the country 
d) To agree on measures to be 
taken to ensure the holding of 
genuinely free, fair and 
democratic elections in South Viet 
Nam. 
Point's—The Vietnamese will 
settle the question of Vietnamese 
armed forces in a spirit of national 
concord* equality, and mutual 
respect, without foreign in-
terference. 
Point 4—On the question of 
Reunification of the two zones, the 
following will apply: 
a ) Reunification will proceed on 
the basis of mutual interests and 
assistance and wul guarantee free 
movement, correspondence and 
choice in both zones. 
b) In keeping with the provisions-of 
the 1964 Geneva Agreements on 
Viet Nam, during the present 
temporary partition of the country, 
botii zones will refrain from joining 
anymjBl^ary alliances with foreign 
countries, and from recognizing 
the protection of any country or of 
any military alliance or bloc. 
Point 5—On die basis of peaceful 
co-existence, and. maintaining 
economic and cultural- relations 
with aU countries, after-the war. 
South Viet Nam and the United 
States will establish relations in 
th«r political, economie .f ind-
House 
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term and"Qiings should really start 
jumping. By the way, the party 
started September 11th and will 
continue until December; I hope to 
see all of you crazies on the third 
floor of the Student Center (Bring 
your own—we supply the sfc-
mosphereX. 
For Freshmen Only: Get out 
while the gettin's good. New York 
may be your campus but a building 
on 50th street is less than what we 
have now which is less than a 
college which - l eaves _you 
somewhere on the gradeschool 
level. 
And now the blockbuster (which 
will probably get lost on page ten if 
I know TICKER): I hereby declare 
myself a candidate for the 
Chairman of the Student Senate, 
running on a platform of hedonism, 
academic reform and cynicism. 
But more of this later ; 
J.D.L Plans Kibbutz 
YOU. You^Jfew, man or woman? 
young, restless, idealistic Zionist. 
You are the seeds of the coming 
years for Israel. Do you have a 
feeling somewhere inside you that 
you would ttfce to settle and grow in 
Israel? Let us help you actualize 
that feeling. 
I am speaking for the covjgsial 
Jewish Defense League. We left 
our mark in America; our special 
brand of Jewish men and women. 
And we intend to participate fully 
in realizing a vital Jewish goal. ' 
That, of settling in our land; 
ISRAEL. 
~We have an exciting plan in the 
making. We will build our first 
settlement on the West Bank of the 
Jordan River. Will it be kibbutz or 
moshav? It will be left up to you. A 
select group of thirty to thirty-five 
young Americans, together with 
fifteen Israelis and quite a few 
Soviet Jews, will unite, and with 
their own hands build KIRYAT 
J.DX. 
- You needn't be a J.D.L. member, 
although your views must be 
somewhatalong our lines. We want 
Orthordoz, Conservative and 
Reformed Jews. We have been 
stratified for too long. We are all 
Jews and we have a common goalr-
Such has been the foundation of 
much Jewish activity in the past,, 
and such will be ours now: 
_. We want the best there is. 
Interviews have been going on and 
we've got big plans ahead. We've 
set our sights fo^^omfilii"** thiff— 
year, possibly January. We plan to --
^^j^u^g^ynig^'hirth to rn»w «w»t— 
11ements~^very continuing year. 
Contact us if you are interested, 
either in immediate ahyah, or if 
you're considering it in a few 
years. Groups are being formed f6r^ 
the future as well as for now. :/' 
^3*RTTE.}. - • - " - ' -
- ' J.O.Y. 
144 W. 27th St. 
N.Y.C:, N.Y.: 
c oISRAELLASKIN 
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Join 
TICKER 
Phtographers artists 
Reporter Reasearchers 
Proof Readers 
Writers 
Typists 
TICKER has a place for you 
Join the happy staff. 
Join TICKER 
Thursday 
Student Center Baruch North 
Room 307F 
12-2 Room 205 
• :TxSflr . 
or leave your name, phone number and class 
schedule in the TICKER office; room 307F 
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by Phil Frank 
" r i l HAVE 714E LONDON &55lL MEPIUfiA 
RARE, SIAAMEREp 1N US JUICES, 
BftDllED H BUTTER MUSHROOMS, 
^PARA6USHf^, CHET'S SALAD..* 
I didn't ctgwwtj 
dwt^-poropifarriD 
SSoEfl^ wbn f^ 
Vfcee; ! . ... 
heavily.So 
ed 
ITh'artti-petspirant That was 21 daye 
r&a//e/ vuartesTTb? ago*Go here I'*e 
thing ts> wlhen th 7 been in my bed. 
was wttmobiCiz—. 
IcoakJntAAOVE! 
leanhQon my 
elbows-roe--7' 
Tweee weewsfv 
"OUGHT TO BE A TERRIFIC JUK6LE FISWTER KY ASS HOW CORE I'M THE OHtY 
GUT I « THE OUTFIT WITH A SPEAR?" 
O FRANKLY SPEAKING p o»t Off ie* Box 1523 E*»t Lansing. Michigan 48823 
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t i l tell j*5u one 
•thing-, ft this stuPP 
ever wears oPP, 
there're twoguusl 
who'd b e t t e r * 
look o u t f. 
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. . .Theidiot who sold me t h a t r 
deodorant.. .and t h e s.o.b. 
that's been setting t ickets 
t o t h e pubiioit displagina 
me as*TH6 PeTCinep MAN^T 
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